6. FASHION DISCS

- One removable Fashion Disc in place on holder in your machine (plain zig-zag pattern).
- Fourteen additional removable Fashion Discs.

The fifteen removable Fashion Discs that come with your machine give you a wide choice of practical and decorative stitch patterns. Each disc is numbered and its design is reproduced on its surface for quick recognition. Illustrations of all of the fifteen patterns are shown on page 27.

Fashion Disc 0 (plain zig-zag pattern) is in place on the disc holder. It is used in many dressmaking steps and in making bar-tack and round-end buttonholes. Keep it on the holder unless you are using one of the other discs. Then you will always be ready to alternate between straight stitching and plain zig-zag stitching.

Changing Fashion Discs

Make sure the needle is in its highest position.

1. Position stitch width selector at 1.
2. Raise stitch chart.
3. Remove disc by pulling upward; place another disc on holder and press downward until it snaps into place.
4. Position stitch width selector at desired setting. (For illustrations of various widths, see page 28.)

Always keep a Fashion Disc on the holder even when you are straight stitching.